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With the Euro 2012 just around the corner, football fever
is set to reach another high this summer. What better
way to enjoy the pre-match build-up with your friends
than with a bit of table footy? However, being Sur la
Terre-ans, any old foozeball table just won’t do. You
need the limited edition Teckell Cristallino Gold
LE football table. This stunning table is part of the
multi award-winning B.Lab Italia’s new Teckell
Calcio Balilla Collection and is designed not just
for connoisseurs of the game, but collectors of
beautifully functional objets d’art as well. Through
its Teckell range, B.Lab has introduced table
football as an elegant design piece for formal living
rooms. Using sophisticated construction techniques,
the Cristallino Gold LE is hewn from crystal glass
and highly polished aluminium, and each of the tables
has been crafted by skilled Italian artisans. The “pitch”
is designed in transparent black-coloured crystal, while
one set of the “players,” along with the scoreboard and
other accessories, are kitted out in 24-carat gold. Bringing a
whole new meaning to “the beautiful game,” B.Lab are making
just fifty of these 142kg tables, with each one costing $21,000.
www.teckell.com
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Roland Iten, the precision engineering genius that
brought mechanical cufflinks and belt buckles to the
world, has collaborated with Fonderie 47, an organisation
dedicated to disarming Africa of the proliferate AK-47
rifle and transforming these destructive weapons into
objects of peace and beauty. The fruit of this partnership
is this incredibly desirable set of cufflinks, which, in his
inimitable style, are capable - with a few twists, turns
and gear changes - of connecting to become a bracelet. As
limited editions, the cufflinks are made using solid white
gold, titanium and, of course, steel repurposed from an AK47. The serial number of the gun, which was destroyed to
make them, is engraved on the $33,000 links along with Iten’s
name as their creator. They are available exclusively through the
Fonderie 47 website and, by buying a set, you will be removing
around 100 assault rifles from circulation in Africa.
www.fonderie47.com
www.rolanditen.com
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